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Abstract. Today’s organizations are exposed to high risk because the established 

digital technologies are vulnerable to security attacks. The increased impact of se-

curity on business demands a strategic approach to information security, commonly 

referred to as digital security governance. While there is a growing understanding 

that digital security is one of the leading risks and challenges of today’s organiza-

tions, organizations still find it difficult to implement security governance as part 

of their regular organizing change activities. This study focuses on providing more 

empirical insight into “tensions that are present during the implementation of digital 

security governance”. 

We conducted an inductive study and interviewed 42 CISOs and CIOs of large 

organizations in the Netherlands. The study reveals the tensions that hinder the im-

plementation of digital security governance. We draw from management theories 

to provide a fresh understanding of and guidance for how to unravel the tensions. 

Keywords: Information Security Governance, Information Security Implementa-

tion, Digital Security, Digital Transformation, Digital Security Governance 

1 Introduction 

Recent studies argue that digital security is becoming of strategic importance in con-

temporary firms [1, 7, 13, 21]. Specifically, these studies argue that governance needs 

to be organized around digital security. This is because businesses have become tech-

nology centered as a result of digital transformation. Businesses are now exposed to 

high risk because established digital technologies are vulnerable to security attacks [13, 

16]. Security attacks increasingly have direct business impacts and costs and therefore 

force boards to consider alternative ways to govern security and anticipate the  growing 

number of attacks. To this extent, security governance approaches must fundamentally 

shift from being an isolated technical issue to being a strategic business issue. In this 

way digital security governance is positioned and implemented as an institutionally 

wide effort that supports digital business strategies and business innovation [8, 16]. 

While many organizations understand the need to transform their current security 

governance approaches so that they fit the digital era, few of them succeed, have trouble 

with adoption, or lack behind in implementing their security approaches [1, 6, 21]. For 

example, according to the 2020 Thales Data Threat Report1, organizations remain 

 
1 https://cpl.thalesgroup.com/data-threat-report 
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cognitively dissonant of security. Organizations believe that they are secure when they 

are not implementing the processes and investing in the technologies required to appro-

priately protect their organization. Most often, security implementation is mistakenly 

seen as an isolated, separate and disintegrated activity from business [1, 13, 16]. This 

means that security remains a concern of the IT department instead of the collaborative 

business function that is part of the company’s DNA. 

Additionally, in research, security remains an underexposed concern of digital trans-

formation. In particular, most studies have not comprehensively or clearly explained 

the processes of establishing security governance in organizations or provided guide-

lines for its implementation [6, 21]. Implementing security governance remains diffi-

cult in complex connected digital environments because of “cutting ties”, i.e., tensions 

[14]. Conflicts between information security values and work efficiency are the most 

common [5]. An example is the tension between simultaneously maintaining a high 

pace of innovation and securing one’s business.  

Security governance research still lacks an empirical  and theoretical understanding 

of its implementation in a digital context [9, 13]. Therefore, why do organizations still 

find it difficult to implement security governance as part of their regular organizing 

change activities when digital security is one of the top priorities and challenges of 

today’s organizations? In particular, what tensions occur during the implementation 

phase of digital security governance?  

Our inductive study prompts us to address the research gap within the “digital secu-

rity governance” phenomenon. To accomplish this, we collected data via 42 interviews 

with Chief Information Security Officers (CISOs) and Chief Information Officers 

(CIOs) working in large organizations in the Netherlands. Our data reveal that although 

there is a common understanding of a “need for change” in digital security approaches, 

there are tensions that hinder the implementation of digital security in organizations. 

The tensions are mainly determined by the digital context. We have consolidated our 

research findings to a data structure based on the Gioia methodology [3], as shown in 

figure 1, 2 and 3. To explain the data, we draw from management and organization 

theories that help describe the theoretical tensions presented in this paper. 

This paper continues with a brief overview of related research. Then, after explaining 

our methods, we provide an in-depth analysis of our empirical findings describing three 

tensions. As our aim is to build theory, each tension includes a brief theoretical back-

ground. Then, on that basis, we explain the theoretical tensions that exist in the digital 

security governance implementation phenomenon. The study concludes with a discus-

sion of the implications of our findings and suggestions for future research that these 

findings present. 

2 Related research: digital security governance 

Security governance research has seen a steady progression, moving from a narrow 

focus on “technical controls” towards a more holistic approach, including organiza-

tional and behavioral or social elements [13]. Yet, in today’s technology driven envi-

ronments, organizations are required to consider information security at a strategic 
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(board) level to achieve the organization’s sustainability and its protection [1, 6, 13, 

21]. In recent literature, this strategic consideration of information security in the digital 

context is referred to the concept called digital security governance [1, 9, 13]  

Digital security governance is achieved by “steering”, or direct & controlling [19] 

the system by which security is embedded in the organizational structures, and in all of 

the related business dimensions and organizational factors as a whole (machines, peo-

ple, objects, processes et cetera). Such a security throughout the firm approach is seen 

as the key to improve the level of security in contemporary organizations [8, 13]. 

However, security governance literature is relatively immature, i.e. largely descrip-

tive and provides both limited practical and theoretical guidance [6, 13, 14]. In partic-

ular, studies lack empirical understanding about the processes of establishing security 

governance in organizations or provided guidelines for its implementation [6, 21].  

In this study we bridge this research gap and provide empirical insight on implemen-

tation tensions. As explained earlier, implementing digital security governance in com-

plex connected digital environments remains difficult because conflicting forces often 

exist that reveal tensions  [14, 15]. Focusing on tensions can provide important insights 

for both researchers and practitioners, helping them to become aware of possible ten-

sions in security governance designs as well of coping strategies and practices to tackle 

these tension. We believe by providing this research lens on tensions we gradually help 

to build knowledge that offers a deeper understanding in the security governance phe-

nomenon.  

3 Methods 

We applied a qualitative research approach to inductively develop the tensions in digital 

security governance implementation. This approach is in line with the principles of an 

iterative approach to qualitative research – in particular, grounded theory. Concerning 

this inductive research approach, it may seem contradictory that we offer a brief over-

view of the relevant literature in each of the tensions presented in the findings section. 

However, because the question addressed in this study had yet to be investigated, our 

primary objective was to inductively identify the tensions that hinder the implementa-

tion of security governance. Hence, although we draw from different management the-

ories to clarify and explain the tensions, as our vantage point we used a grounded theory 

approach to identify the tensions from our interview data, without being aware of the 

theories yet. 

To analyze our data, we applied the Gioia methodology, which comprises three dif-

ferent levels of abstraction and is tailored to inductive inquiry [3]. We began by openly 

coding, grouping and classifying the individual descriptions that our informants pro-

vided as ‘interview samples’ to perform a first-order analysis. Our next step was to 

perform a second-order analysis by comparing these categories and examining the pat-

terns that emerged. This analysis provided the basis on which we developed our third-

order theoretical propositions e.g. the tensions. We created a data structure for each 

tension as described in the findings section below, as shown in figure 1, 2 and 3. 
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3.1 Data collection 

The first author collected qualitative data in three stages between May 2019 and Feb-

ruary 2020 (10 months) in the form of 42 semistructured interviews. The interviews 

were conducted mainly face-to-face or by telephone (#3), were tape-recorded, and were 

fully transcribed. In total, the data sample includes 39 different companies as sometimes 

both the CIO and CISO were interviewed. Most of the semistructured interviews were 

held in Dutch, and some were held in English. The interviews lasted between 25 and 

99 min (an average of approximately 60 min). 

To build trust and to allow a higher probability of uncovering rich data, we ensured 

all interviewees’ anonymity in the data analysis. Additionally, we strived for transpar-

ency, so the transcripts were sent back to the participants for review. If corrections to 

the transcript were suggested, they were primarily related to the use of popular language 

about the company, their boss or information about sensitive cases. This did not impact 

the data’s richness as we are more interested in understanding the abstract level of se-

curity governance tensions within the organizations. 

3.2 Research context 

Our empirical data are collected from large organizations in the Netherlands. In partic-

ular, the Netherlands is an interesting research context for this study. On the one hand, 

the Netherlands proves to be in the top 10 countries in digital competitiveness2. On the 

other hand, the Netherlands is not a frontrunner in cybersecurity3. In this context, we 

believe to find rich data on implementation tensions as organizations in the Netherlands 

are working to shift their security approaches fitted for the digital business processes. 

Additionally, we focus on large organizations as they have high-risk profiles due to the 

processing of large quantities of personal data and large financial streams. This context 

makes it more likely for organizations to truly cope with information security. 

3.3 Research process 

We increased the analytical rigor by dividing our investigation into three subsequent 

research phases. Dividing the data sample in three different phases provided direction 

for understanding the problem of the research phenomenon. 

Table 1. informants and phases 

Phases CISOs CIO or CTO Other (experts) Total 

Phase 1 2 2 2 6 

Phase 2 11 3 3 16 

Phase 3 20   20 

Phases 1 to 3 33 5 5 42 

 
2  https://www.imd.org/globalassets/wcc/docs/release-2020/digital/digital_2020.pdf 
3  http://www3.wefrum.org/docs/GCR2018/05FullReport/TheGlobalCompetitivenessReport2018.pdf 

https://www.imd.org/globalassets/wcc/docs/release-2020/digital/digital_2020.pdf
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In the first phase, the research goal was to collect data, via a case study, from tech-

nology-driven organizations with both security-oriented informants and informants 

with business roles. We expected to find rich data on how digital security was organized 

in fast, innovative and agile environments. In the exploratory phase, six face-to-face 

interviews with informants were conducted via semistructured interviews. First, we 

found that the research approach was possibly too narrow to obtain an in-depth under-

standing of how and why security was organized and that talking with mainly business 

informants would not lead to an in-depth conversation or understanding of security in 

the organization. Additionally, informants commented on the narrow research context. 

This led us to adapt the research approach. 

In the second phase, the research approach was therefore an qualitative study seeking 

to obtain a better understanding of how security was organized across different sectors 

and large organizations in the Netherlands. CISOs were interviewed across a variety of 

sectors: healthcare, maritime, financial, technology, e-commerce, education, govern-

ment and utilities. We also interviewed prominent experts e.g. journalist, lecturers, re-

searchers and public figure4. These interviews helped us collect data and gradually 

build our knowledge of the field. In this phase, 16 interviews were conducted, of which 

13 were face-to-face interviews and 3 interviews were conducted by phone. In multiple 

cases, after asking the opening question “can you describe how information security is 

organized?”, the informants started describing or emphasizing the “digital transfor-

mation” that the organization is currently in and how this affects the way security is 

governed, organized and implemented. By the end of the second phase, we identified 

“tensions” that informants discussed in relation to the rapidly changing environment, 

such as security vs. innovation, business, and awareness. 

In the third phase, we continued the inductive study but further narrowed it down by 

only interviewing CISOs of large organizations in the Netherlands. We interviewed 

CISOs because they best fit the criteria to be “knowledgeable agents”, namely, that 

people in organizations know what they are trying to do and can explain their thoughts, 

intentions, and actions. In the third phase, we conducted 20 face-to-face interviews. In 

this phase, we did not use the semistructured interview protocol and mainly focused on 

discussing the tensions found in phase two to provide a richer understanding of their 

presence and impact. 

It was not until the end of analyzing and discussing the data in more depth that we 

could clearly identify the empirical story of the digital security governance phenome-

non and theoretical tensions that occur in relation to the implementation phase. This is 

where the role of the second and third authors contributed to the collaborative team as 

they adopted an outsider’s perspective—a devil’s advocate whose role was to critique 

interpretations [3]. 

 
4 Experts also have experience in CISO positions but often where self-employed or ex CISO of 

large organizations. We named them experts to be transparent about the fact they do not cur-

rently work in large-organizations.   
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4 Findings 

In our findings section, we present an informative story of the theoretical tensions that 

are present in the data on the digital security governance phenomenon. These tensions 

are present due to the current digital ‘force’ that pushes organizations to transform their 

security approaches. The theoretical tensions reveal and explain why organizations 

have difficulties adapting and implementing their security governance approaches. 

Sometimes these tensions even reveal that due to the paradoxical situation, the organi-

zation will not achieve the desired digital security. We refer to informant quotes with 

the aim to carefully present our evidence of data-to-theory connections and show how 

data are aligned with the data structure, as shown in figure 1, 2 and 3. Anonymized 

interview identifiers are used to code direct quotes (# of interview-interview phase). 

4.1 Institutionalization-professionalization tension: 

The first tension that is identified in this research is related to a debate in the literature 

on the relation between institutionalization and professionalization. A long-held as-

sumption in this literature is that there is a symmetric relation between both because of 

the ‘reciprocal dynamics between processes of institutionalization and processes of pro-

fessionalization’ [11, 17]. On these grounds, the two theoretical constructs are generally 

described as inseparable concepts having a ‘symmetric’ relationship. In essence, pro-

fessionals are key drivers of institutional change. However, recent studies have chal-

lenged the central institutionalization-professionalization assumption and have shown 

that it is more likely that the relation is asymmetric [11]. For instance, Risi & Wickert 

(2017), show that corporate social responsibility (CSR) professionals envision the ideal 

state in which ‘their job is done’[11]. CSR managers strive to make their jobs obsolete 

so that the CSR function shifts from the organization center towards the periphery. In 

other words, if CSR is performed by everyone in the organization without strong guid-

ance from CSR professionals, CSR is strongly institutionalized. We use this theoretical 

background to understand how security can become the institutional-wide effort that a 

digital context demands. 

Asymmetric perspective towards institutionalization and professionalization 

Synergy was found between the CSR study and the study presented in this paper on 

CISOs. The informants (mainly CISOs) also propagate a vision that in a perfect organ-

ization, their jobs should become obsolete: 

“[…] Actually, what I am doing is making myself obsolete” (20-2), and 

“[…] What I hope and expect is that I can make my own job obsolete”(7-2). 

By striving to make their jobs obsolete, the security function becomes the responsi-

bility of the firm. Instead of being the responsibility of a central professional position 

in the organization, security should be everyone’s responsibility and part of all employ-

ees’ DNA. The more employees conduct security functions as part of their natural hab-

its, the more security becomes institutionalized without the need for a central security 

function. 

“[…] In an ideal organization, everyone is a security officer. Then, you don't need a separate 

security function” (21-2), and 
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“[…] Security should be in the mores of the company. If you can achieve that, you have already 

arranged your governance because you really shouldn't have a CISO at all” (20-2). 

To further substantiate the full institutionalization of security from an asymmetric 

perspective, informants believe that security should not be organized separately or 

treated differently from day-to-day business. The business is ultimately responsible for 

making decisions regarding risks and taking sufficient security measures [13]. If secu-

rity is integrated into existing business processes, security becomes more natural and 

self-evident and eventually suited for institutionalizing throughout the firm’s concepts. 

To this extent, our findings are consistent with recent studies that argue that the re-

lation between institutionalization and professionalization is asymmetrical [11]. 

 

Symmetric perspective towards institutionalization and professionalization 

However, the data also is consistent with the assumption that professionals play a key 

role from the symmetric perspective towards institutional change. Our data reveal 

doubts about institutionalizing the security function via a security throughout the firm 

model. 

For instance, there is a general understanding among our informants that security is 

a profession and demands specialized knowledge in complex technical domains. The 

demand for specialized knowledge in performing security functions builds central pro-

fessional security functions. 

“[…] I soon found out that security is a field where it is useful if you also have pro-

fessional knowledge, and then we thought that it is actually smart to make a specialist 

team, a separate unit” (32-3). 

Our findings are in line with the literature that states that aspects of security require 

substantial effort and perseverance for conceptual understanding to be gained [4]. Due 

to the complexity, the security function is not performed naturally by individuals in the 

organizational context, so professionals need to do it. 

Second, we found that the professional role is related to the extent to which security 

is institutionalized. Informants show that it is a timely process to achieve intuitional 

change towards digital security and that in this transformation phase, the demand for 

professionals as key drivers of institutional change is high. Informants share the belief 

that the need for a central and professional security function is temporary since security 

is seen as a new topic where full institutionalization has not yet been accomplished. 

“[…] Security is just another business risk… Only I had to help with that because it is a new 

risk, and the expertise is not there yet. They [business] may be even less aware of it. They may 

not yet know the threat. So as a CISO, you are making your organization aware. You are educat-

ing your organization. You are training them. You are coaching them” (42-3). 

CISOs that execute the security function adopt development aid tactics to transfer 

knowledge with the ultimate goal of teaching the business how to stand on its own two 

feet. The process of knowledge transformation costs time and requires professionals to 

guide the transition. 
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Fig. 1. Data structure presenting the institutionalization -professionalization tension 

Digital context pushes towards a paradoxical situation 

Narrowing this tension down in the context of this study, e.g., digital transformation, 

the data show that the institutionalization-professionalization relationship in security 

governance even becomes paradoxical. First, digitalization increases professional se-

curity resources and organizations in a more natural way. The importance of security is 

felt, and therefore resources are increased. Second, due to digitalization and growing 

risks, organizations feel the temporary need and pressure of “getting the work done”. 

Informants show that this pressure overwhelms security organizations and in response 

to grow out of organizational needs. 

“[…] “The only thing that is happening now is that we are actually setting up very large secu-

rity organizations that sometimes no longer fit the organizational needs, and that is double be-

cause I also have a lot of work to do” (14-2). 

The overfocus on professionals eventually creates the paradoxical effect that pushes 

away from institutional change. Individuals do not feel the responsibility for security 

(throughout the firm) because security is seen as exclusive for professionals.  

To conclude, our data reveal that in the context of digital transformation, the rela-

tionship between institutionalization and professionalization is under pressure and ex-

poses a paradoxical situation. Although CISOs strive to institutionalize security func-

tions via a model where everyone feels the responsibility for security and executes the 

security function as part of their DNA, they built large professional security organiza-

tions to address the challenges and work related security and related risks that digital 

transformation creates. This leads to the result that employees consider security “not 

for me” because there are large professional groups that do the work, decreasing the 

desired full institutionalization throughout the firm demanded in a digital security 
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approach. This tension hinders the implementation of security governance, also see fig-

ure 1 for an overview. 

4.2 Ambidexterity: Security vs innovation 

The second tension identified in this paper shines light on the tension between innova-

tion and security. Organizations embrace new technology and continually innovate to 

remain competitive and survive in today’s digital context. However, in doing so, or-

ganizations rush to modernize their systems and operations and therefore introduce vul-

nerabilities across their businesses and expose themselves to a growing number of risks. 

This reveals tensions between innovation and security that hinders security governance 

implementation. 

In framing this tension, we draw from the literature on ambidexterity. This literature 

is rich in understanding how to tackle complex tensions in performing difficult tasks 

simultaneously without sacrificing efficiency [10, 15]. In particular, we reflect on the 

security-innovation tension from the exploration-exploitation perspective. 

 

Security by design 

We found that informants mainly address the tensions between security and innova-

tion by positioning security as an enabler of business innovation “by design”. From this 

point of view, security should be considered and embedded in every new initiative, 

business product or process. 

“[…] you cannot lay the foundation for a house afterwards. So, it [security] must have already 

been included in the first thought formation, in the first architectural sketches. Otherwise, it will 

not work” (31-3). 

Integrating security in the design process has multiple advantages. First, when secu-

rity is implemented in the early stages by design, this leads to more efficiency in the 

innovation process and lowers the effect that security hinders business innovation. Sec-

ond, investing in security in an early stage leads to cost savings in the long term [2]. It 

costs less effort to implement security in products or processes in an early stage so that 

the design does not have to be rebuilt or adapted afterwards. It is the security surprises 

that cause security to be perceived as delaying, timely and expensive. Third, latency 

towards implementing security features increases over time to a point where adding 

security after the fact is impossible. Security latency describes the time that is needed 

to actually implement security in relation to the total development process. The quote 

of informant (#1) describes this with great detail: 

“[…] making a system secure has a relatively big latency. See, the latency is increasing mas-

sively over time. So, it takes you a little bit of effort in the beginning; if you're a year in develop-

ment, it takes you a bit more time; two years in development, it takes days or even more time. At 

some point if you have systems over 30 years of development, it becomes impossible to make it 

secure, so you just need to start again from scratch. That's basically the situation” (1-1). 

Organizations should be aware that participating in a digital innovation should not 

only be seen from an “innovate or die” perspective without understanding that security 

is a concern. It is extremely difficult to retrofit protections into systems initially built 
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without them; therefore, security should be integrated primarily in the design stages. 

The vision on digital innovation will become “securely innovate or die”. 

 

One-sided perspective of security versus innovation tensions 

Although the benefits of security by design principles are clear, our theoretical lens 

of ambidexterity provides insight that the security profession heavily relies on a one-

sided perspective focused on integration. Accordingly, our informants adhere to the 

thought that security must come at the expense of agility or speed in the security by 

design process: 

“[…] Maybe you should take a step back in speed every now and then, and you should say 

dude, let's take a look again without wanting to stop them [business]. But let's see, how can we 

together maintain that speed, but maybe 80 kilometers per hour instead of 100 kilometers per 

hour. But in a safe way and not 100 kilometers per hour so that you fly out of bend.” (33-3). and 

“[…] Every organization must consciously accept security that in order to do things safely, it 

slows down business, it becomes more complex, that efficiency is lost. You really have to get that 

through your organization.” (37-3) 

The above quotes shine light on the fact that the security-innovation tension is so 

far, both in practice and academia, mainly addressed from a one-sided “quid pro quo” 

perspective. Security by design, despite its clear benefits, therefore creates difficult bar-

riers to overcome. The security-innovation tension is not understood from the perspec-

tive of ambidexterity, where we can learn to run security and innovation simultaneously 

without affecting efficiency. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Data structure presenting Ambidexterity: security-innovation tension 

 

Exploitation-exploration: integration and separation 

How to solve the complex trade-offs and tensions in the context of innovation is studied 

in organizational research. For example, the ambidexterity literature has focused on 

how firms can differentiate and balance their exploration and exploitation efforts [10, 
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15]. Ambidexterity focuses on being able to do both with equal effectiveness. A com-

mon mainstay within this literature is solving the tension by distinguishing integration 

and separation strategies [10, 15]. Integration examples include digital activities being 

integrated into firms’ existing structures, thus remaining close to the traditional busi-

ness. This entails, for instance, security by design as described above. Separation strat-

egies include temporal separation, in which firms alternate between exploration and 

exploitation activities; and structural separation, in which the two activities are spatially 

separated by creating distinct organizational units [15]. Solving barriers within the se-

curity-innovation tension demands drastic changes to balance integration and separa-

tion strategies of organizational structures, instead of relying heavily on one aspect e.g. 

in our case integration. 

In our data, we found supporting evidence of informants who share insights about 

solving the security-innovation tension from a separation perspective. For instance, in-

formants emphasize the importance of temporal separation in security and innovation. 

Informants share the insight that innovation mainly exists in very experimental phases 

where security does not have to be a dominant factor, e.g., risk is low due to lower scale 

and not experimenting with sensitive data. However, security is too often positioned as 

a black and white trade-off without thoroughly understanding what and when security 

is demanded in the innovation process. 

“[…] often you only need freedom in the innovation phase. .... What we try is we give them 

[business] a kind of playground with preconditions. …. You are not allowed to use company data 

in this environment. As soon as this goes to production, you end up in the standard process be-

cause as soon as the developers have to go to production, you notice that that freedom is not that 

important at all”. (37-3) 

The quote acknowledges the importance that the experimental phase is temporary 

but indeed separate from the formal development process. 

Second, our informants accentuate the importance of structural separation of the 

security function. 

“[..]when I look at innovation, that also means something for your security organization. If 

you still have difficulties implementing the basic measures ... and also want to be an innovative 

organization, that takes a lot of energy from your security team … About the really new innova-

tion AI, blockchain, that kind of thing, perhaps you should split up to get started with. ” (16-2), 

and 

“[…] well, my time is mostly spent on yesterday's sh*t: patch nightmares, bullshit bonanza 

and here [basic security measures] we do it, and there [innovation] I would actually like to set 

up my whole team” (38-3). 

Both quotes address that without structural separation of the security function, se-

curity becomes a trade-off between implementing basic measures vs innovation, 

where the time spent on innovation decreases. 

To conclude on this tension, in today’s world, security and innovation are inaccu-

rately seen as mutually exclusive. Security by design principles is implemented to ad-

dress the tension. Shifting security in the early stages of the development process saves 

time, money and effort. However, we found that the security by design principle is so 

far seen from a one-sided integrative perspective. The lens of how ambidextrous firms 

understand to simultaneously run conflicting tasks (exploration-exploitation), 
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supported our data in a wider understanding of how to solve security-innovation ten-

sions. To this extent, we discussed the necessity to balance integration-separation tac-

tics, also see figure 2 for an overview. 

4.3 Organizing for high reliability: mindfulness-mindlessness 

The third tension also exposes a contradictory goal of contemporary firms: they need 

to handle digital threats at scale and speed while also avoiding errors that result from 

digital and automated processing [12]. The tension discussed in this paragraph arises at 

the intersection of this contradiction, namely, to what extent organizations can trust 

human effort (mindfulness) versus technology and automation (mindlessness) in 

achieving high reliability and security in these high-risk environments. 

High reliability organization (HRO) scholars have largely focused on studying near-

error-free organizations in typical complex interactive settings: nuclear power plants, 

airplane cockpits, air traffic control, aircraft carriers, et cetera [20]. Today’s digital or-

ganizations increasingly show similarities with traditional HRO characteristics. Digital 

businesses are highly interconnected and complex and therefore continuously exposed 

to (high) risk [13]. Scholars increasingly show interest in studying HRO theory in the 

digital context, so-called digital HROs [12, 13]. A principal challenge that digital HROs 

face is that highly automated and IT-based operations are antithetical to forms of mind-

fulness, e.g., heedfully anticipating failure; hence, according to theory, these increase 

the risk of failure [12]. At this point, digital HROs stand in stark contrast to traditional 

HROs wherein mindlessness arises mainly from cognitive limitations in human opera-

tions [12, 20]. The central issue for digital HROs is how to overcome the mindful-

mindless conundrum and still achieve high reliability and security. We use this theoret-

ical lens to analyze our data with regard to the mindfulness-mindlessness tension from 

the security perspective. 

 

Security perspective: lack of mindful organization 

According to HRO theory, the collective mindfulness of individuals accounts for high 

reliability [12, 20]. However, in digital HROs, the demand for capabilities in achieving 

high reliability might transcend individual competence, especially in the case of secu-

rity. For example, first, informants notice that the indirect effect on security risk leads 

to a lack of security awareness and behavior. People do not understand security risk 

because the “pain” of security failures is not directly heard, seen or felt.  

“[…] Those technological changes, everything that is happening here, it is not tangible. The 

security impact is not visible. What does that actually do?” (39-3), and 

“[…] The core message that I did indeed get from it is: you know that something is wrong, but 

you don't feel it, you don't see it. So it remains very abstract” (32-3) 

Additionally, security risk is experienced as an abstract, intangible, elusive and in-

visible risk. Due to this abstractness, the experience of security risk is placed outside of 

the “sphere of influence” of the employees. 

Second, organizational boundaries push towards the “security is not for me” effect. 

Employees have a better understanding of the impact of security breaches in their pri-

vate environments. When employees act within organizational boundaries, confidence 
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is felt that the organization and their IT/security departments have created a secure en-

vironment for them. To this extent, individuals show less secure behavior. 
“[…]that is the same if you have a house and a storm is expected, that you do a check on the 

windows. In an office building, employees lack to do a check on the windows. You also see the 

same mentality with IT Security”.(36-3), and 

“[…] Also human behavior. If you are not the one who has to pay the fine ... if the boss pays 

the fine, I drive too fast” (29-3), and 

“[...]I think that employees are less, well, perhaps less inclined to comply with security 

measures, because they think: IT-security will take care of that anyway” (28-3) 

Third, automation transcends human capabilities. Security attacks are becoming in-

creasingly more sophisticated. New technologies such as artificial intelligence and ma-

chine learning also provide attackers with enhanced tools and software for more com-

plex attacks [13]. The number of security attacks is increasing, the attacks are becoming 

smarter, and qualified security analysts are scarce. 

“[…] and I can guarantee you that due to the automation of the bad guys, they know how to 

find those blind spots flawlessly (33-3), and 

“[…]and we think that in our field okay we need humans, but we can't do it with humans 

because our attackers don't have humans either. Do you understand?” (41-3) 

 

 
Fig. 3. Data structure presenting mindful-mindlessness tension 

 

Achieving high reliability with mindfulness-mindlessness balance 

The above limitations of organizing for high reliability from a mindful perspective 

show the need for mindless aspects in organizing for security in the digital era. Inform-

ants emphasize different elements of mindlessness that rely more heavily on tooling 

without trusting manual controls of human activities. 

To conclude this section, the security profession long held the assumption that hu-

mans are the weakest link in security. We argue that security profession and research 

might have overly focused on solving imperfect human capabilities. In an increasingly 

automated digital context, mindlessness contributes to high reliability as it compensates 

for the lack of human capabilities, also see figure 3 for an overview. One of our inform-

ants describes this spot-on as follows. 
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“[…] And often we say that the human is the weakest link, only I think that the human is just 

the last link. The last measure we have.”(14-3) 

5 Contributions and research implications 

Our work responds to reoccurring calls to provide more in-depth empirical studies on 

security governance [9, 13]. We offer the following contributions. First, we built a the-

ory of the digital security governance phenomenon, in particular, on “implementation”. 

Discussing the tensions from a theoretical view helps research indicate, label and fur-

ther understand the relations of what actually hinders organizations when implementing 

security governance. Second, our work is relevant for practitioners. The findings de-

scribed in this paper help to become aware of possible tensions in today’s security gov-

ernance designs. Also the paper provides a deeper understanding of how and why se-

curity implementation is affected by the tensions. Managing the tensions can lead to 

more effective and established digital security approaches. Third, we provide freshness 

by using security as an illustrative case to study the challenges within digital transfor-

mation. By doing so, we contribute to a question of how security can be effectively 

turned from a potential issue of digital transformation into a positive source of impact 

for an organization, e.g., resilience and business survival [18]. 

This study has limitations since it strongly focused on identifying tensions and ex-

plaining why tensions are present. This study did not yet examine underling relations 

or barriers. Also our paper provides little insight into how this knowledge can be made 

operational. Further research can examine the underlying relations of the presented ten-

sions. For example, it is valuable to understand in more depth the tipping point when 

overfocusing on security professionals distracts form institutionalization, how to organ-

ize for and deploy ambidexterity techniques to securely innovate without haggling on 

efficiency and last, understand what the right balance is between mindful-mindlessness 

in achieving high reliability and security within the organization. 

6 Conclusions 

Our study discusses three tensions that hinder organizations in implementing security 

governance, e.g., institutionalization-professionalization, ambidexterity in security-in-

novation and mindful-mindlessness in organizing for high reliability. For each tension, 

we discuss why tensions are present and how they hinder implementation. We provide 

fresh insight by introducing management theories to further discuss and express why 

tensions occur. Our key take away is that the context of the digital transformation de-

termines that the tensions are present. Organizations should therefore seriously consider 

how digitalization impacts their business processes and understand the essence of im-

plementing digital security governance 
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